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Introduction prevent violence and promote pupil safety. In De- 1 

cember of2000, New Hampshire adopted a la\\ 
r------------------J entitled RSA 193:F. This law states in part that "·all 

After spending three decades teaching students pupils have the right to attend public schools that are 
in grades one through eight, I am always amazed at safe, secure and peaceful. One of the legislature ·s 
the verbal and nonverbal bullying that occurs in my highest priorities must be to protect our children from 
classroom each year. As an Art specialist I have the violence by dealing with harassment, including 'bul
opportunity to see every student that attends the lying' in our schools." This new law set the tone for 
school. My class- the prevention of 
room has always violence and the 
been an open en vi- protection of stu-
ronment, which en- dents in our 
courages students schools in New 
to work in small Hampshire. 
g r o u p s 
collaboratively with 
their peers. I sus
pect that this pro
vides an opportune 
time for a bully to 
take advantage of a 
victim. 

In recent years 
our nation bas been 
shocked by the 
shootings at Col
umbine and other 
high schools. Suddenly student behavior is in the 
fore.front of every newspaper and media program in 
the United States. Everyone asks the same ques
tion, How could this happen? Why would students 
want to hann their peers and their teachers? Imme
diately educators began talcing a closer look at why 
bullying occurs in our culture and how to prevent 
bullying .from happening at school. 

Most states have enacted and adopted laws to 

Recent 
events and our re
sponses to them 
prompted me to 
reflect on my own 
experiences as a 
teacher. Why 
would three chil
dren get up from 
a table and leave 
the fourth child 
behind, sitting all 
alone? Why 

would one student deliberately destroy or ruin an
other student's work? Why would students gossip 
or start a rumor about another student in class? Why 
would a student trip another student when he/she 
was canying supplies and materials? And why would 
a student take another student's chair, when there 
were several extra chairs nearby to sit on? My con
cerns for these and other behaviors began early in 
my teaching career and escalated as time went by. 
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"Bullying occurs when a person wiJlfully and 
repeatedly exercises power over another with hos
tile malicious intent. The term bullying encompasses 
a wide range of physical or verbal behaviors of an 
aggressive or antisocial nature. These include insult
ing, teasing, abusing verbally and physically, threat
ening, humiliating, haras.5ing, and mobbing (Colvin 
and Lwnsden, 2002). Bullying may also assume less 
direct forms. sometimes referred to as ' 'psychologi
cal bullying'', such as gossiping, spreading rumors, 
and shunning or exclusion" (O'Connell et al., 1999, 
Lumsden, 2003). 

The main difference between bullying and other 
forms of conflict is that bullies seek to gain power 
over their victims. This creates a power imbalance 
between the bully and the victim. The victim may be 
intimidated by the bully and afraid to speak up. Re
search has indicated that the bully is usually a stron
ger, more confident youth whointimidates a weaker, 
more timid child who doesn't want to retaliate. 

Puzzles and Possibilities 

bus, in the haJls and in the lunchroom. Typically, bul
lying occurs when students are in large groups and 
have limited adult supervision. 

So what does bullying look like when it occurs? 

"When there is a power differential -a 
smaller, weaker child against a strong 
one, for example, or one child against 
a group of kids - thats when adult alarm 
bells should go off: this is bullying and 
ii is serious stuff fl doesn i have to be a 
physical a/lack either. Name-calling, 
racial /aunts, isolation, intimidation, 
destmction of property stealing, extor
tion: if ii involves repeated malicious 
al/empts to humiliate a helpless victim, 
if the victim is fearful, does not know 
how to make it stop, then it is 
bullying. "(Zarzour, 2000 p.24) 

According to research, bullying is a continuum As our students mature and move up the grade 
ofbehaviors that range from name-calling to assault school ladder, they enter a new realm of social struc
Typically there are two types ofbullying: physical, ture. Cliques and popularity become key factors in 
and emotional/ social deviant behaviors. The physi- the social lives of middle school and high school stu
cal behaviors include tripping, pushing, kicking, shov- dents. 
ing and stealing. While the emotional/social bullying According to Wiseman (2002), ' 'Cliques are 
includes gossiping, name-calling, public humiliation sophisticated, complex and multilayered, and every 
of the victim, rumors, and excluding the victim girl has a role within them. However, positions in 
through isolation or rejection. cliques aren' t static. Especially from sixth grade to 

The following qualitative pilot study was a phe- eighth grade, a girl can lose her position to another 
nomenological approach that attempts to take a girl, and she can move down the social totem pole. 
closer look at the culture of the students that bully Because girls' social hierarchies are complicated and 
one another, and what can be done to help prevent overwhelming in their detail, the author gives a gen
bullying behaviorfrom reoccwring. eral breakdown of the different positions in the 
~---------------1 clique," (p24-25). 

Literature Review Boy cliques at this age level strive to get girls 
t--------------------1 and to get respect from other boys. Understanding 

A major problem in school districts throughout 
the United States, bullying is an educational issue of 
concern amongst many school districts around the 
world. In addition to being a serious social problem 
bullying can dramatically affect the ability of students 
to progress academically and socially. Bullying is 
comprised of direct behaviors such as teasing, tmmt
ing, threatening, hitting and stealing. Many of these 
inappropriate behaviors take place during the school 
day. 

In today's terminology the tenn "Bully" means 
"harasser of inferiors., (l.anour, 2000, p.15). This 
study looks at what really goes on at recess, on the 

some of the social structure and the behavioral as
pects of the elementary and middle school child is 
helpful in the recognition of the bully/victim aggres
sion that happens during the school day. Excerpted 
below are 6 key questions often asked by educa
tors, and answered by McNamara & McNamara in 
their text, Keys to Dea/in~ with Bullies, ( 1997). 

Do boys bully more than girls do? 
The bullying tactics that boys use are more physi

cal and observable, and therefore it appears that most 
burnes are boys. However, girls also bully and the 
tactics that they use tend to be verbal using intimida
tion, spreading rumors, and the like. 
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Do bullies have low self-esteem? The constant exposure to bullying b} peers has been 
No. Bullies have average or better self-esteem found to be related to lo\\ er self esteem. lacJ.. of 

as well as friends. This is contrary to \\hat most friends, poor grades. chronic illness. poor attendance. 
people think. student drop out rates. ome researchers. like Bill 

Do bullies do poorly in school? 
Bullies perform on or above grade level through

out the elementary years. As they continue through
out the school years, they tend to get involved in 
"marginal" groups and do poorly in school. 

How do victims perform academical Iv? 
Victims frequently miss school due to fear and 

do not perform up to their potential. School is not a 
safe environment and their fear leads to poor school 
performance. 

Do bullies "outgrow" their behavior? 
Not only do bullies not outgrow 

this pattern; they appear to become 
parents ofbullies. They tend to get in
volved in the criminal justice system 
much more so than those who are not 
bullies and have a difficult time in 
breaking the generational cycle. 

What can schools do about bullying? 
Schools must establish school

wide programs. This problem cannot 
be solved on a teacher-teacher basis. 
Everyone must be involved in a pro
gram that has clear-cut rules and con
sequences, staff development, and a 
zero tolerance for bullying. 

Preble. J. Alexander and K. Zarzour believe that 
bullies in elemental') and middle school are more likely 
to take part in sexual harassment and assault in high 
school and be convicted of crimes in adulthood. 

The purpose of this stud) is to investigate ho\\ 
elementary children and the adults at the school con
ceptualize bullying in the various school settings. 
Where and when is bullying most likely to take place. 
It also looks at how the students and adults differen
tiate bullying from tattling and teasing. In addition. 
the study will look at the gender differences that take 

place in bullying situations. 
For the purpose of this 

study, bullying is defined as lDl

wanted words or physical ac
tions that make a person feel 
bad. This behavior differs from 
teasing by the way it makes the 
individual feel. 

Children who tease are not 
made to feel bad because it is 
clear that the behavior is done 
for fun and laughter accompa
nies the behavior. Through in
terviews, surveys, and data 
analysis qualitative methodol
ogy will provide the infonnation 
and insight into the increased 

What is the single most effective de- victimization that currently ex-
terrent to bullving? ists in many schools. lbrough 

Adult authority. Children need to close examination of this issue 
know that this is not something that school districts can provide prcr 
they have to solve by themselves. They grams to promote positive so-
need to know that they can go to an adult for help cial behavior to attempt to decrease the perpetuation 
and that the adult will know how to deal with the ofbullying at the elementary level. 
problem. A qualitative methodology of phenomenology 

In addition, a partnership between the schools was used to conduct this study in an effort to under
and the home is essential if we are to stop the be- stand the meaning of events and interactions between 
havior of the bully from reoccwring and developing students at an elementary school with students from 
into senseless violent acts of aggression. grades Kindergarten through five. The study includes 

1------------------l the symbolic interaction between the staff: students 
:Methodology and administration on the topic ofbullying behaviors 

f'-------------~----l at the elementary level. The result of the study uti
lizes six of the fourteen interviews conducted with 
fifth grade students from both genders. Three of the 
folU' administrator interviews are included in the data 

Research tells us that convincing cases can be 
made for the negative social. academic, psychologi
cal, and physical impact ofbullying in the schools. 

8 
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analysis. The surveys were completed by 20% of 
the staff All parents and guardians of the participat

Twenty percent of the adult population chose 
to respond to the survey. 

ing students signed parental consent forms. The forms 1--------------------,i 
were submitted prior to conducting the interviews Findings 
and audiotaping the students. Numerical identifica- ....---------- - --------1 
tion was used on the students that participated in the 
interview for example: student# 1. student #2, etc. 
In addition the students were asked to make a visual 
representation of what a bully looks like/or what it 
feels like to be bullied. 

Four administrators were interviewed for this 
study. The administrators represented three differ
ent elementary schools within the same school dis
trict. The administrators consisted of two males and 
two females. Their positions consisted of two Assis
tant Principals and two Principals, with differenti
ated years of experience as administrators. For the 
purpose of this study only three administrator inter
views were transcribed and parsed for the triangula
tion of the study. 

Surveys were distributed to all staff and sup
port staff in one elementary school. The school is a 
large elementary school with 73o+/- students and 
87 stafli'support staff 

The data collected from the staff/support staff 
survey shows that 61 % of student bullying occurs 
on the playground before school and at noontime 
recess. Forty four percent of those surveyed said 
the cafeteria was another location where students 
exhibited bullying behavior. Only 22% occur in the 
bathrooms and 11 % in the halls. The other loca
tions of concern were the buses, in which 50% of 
those surveyed believed student bullying takes place 
on a daily basis and 33% during recess (Figure 
1 ).Seventy two percent of the group surveyed indi
cated that students exhibited this behavior in spaces 
where there was limited adult supervision and a large 
student teacher ratio. For example, before school 
there are 5 duty teachers on the playground super
vising 600 students. 

The survey results indicate that the amount of 
bullying cases that were witnessed or reported to 
the adults at the school are limited. The group said 

Figure 1 Location: W.-e Bulying Takes place at 9d100I 

. 61 ..... 
. " . ; 

.. .... .... ,. 

I• AliyglQn:t •Cllltw c Alcw c Hiia .a.. •Blllhal1w I 
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Figure4 
Survey: What can the schools do to prevent bullying? 

Parental hvolvement 
13"to 

[. Proac1111e Programs • T OIJ!1ler Consequences 0 Parental lnllolvemerit] 

55%ofthe bullyingrareJygotreportedorwitnessed 
by an adult. Only 16% of the behavior was reported 
some of the time and these were mostly in the form 
of teasing and verbal behaviors like name-<:alling and 
rumors. Eleven percent suggested that student bul
lying is done quite frequently, perhaps daily, but goes 
unnoticed because the students or duty teachers do 
not report it to the administration. The implication is 
that a lot more bullying occurs on a daily basis and 
takes place during the school day and rarely gets 
reported because it happens in spaces where teach
ers/adults do not witness the behavior. Further, bul
lying takes place where witnesses and adults are not 
in view. 

Swvey results indicate that boys exlu'bited 66% 
of the physical aggression and girls exhibited 72% 
of the verbal and emotional aggression. The staff 
believed that boys and girls bullied each other on an 
equal basis. 

When asked what schools can do to prevent 
bullying behavior, swvey results indicate that 55% 
of the teachers want more proactive programs to 
teach students positive social behaviors, 500/o wanted 

10 

tougher consequences for students who exhibited 
this type of behavior, 16% thought parents should 
be more involved with proactive programs to pre
vent bullying at school and at home (Figure 4). 

Student interviews were conducted with four
teen students from the fifth grade student body. Six 
student interviews were randomly selected for the 
purpose of this study and include students of both 
genders. 

Students interviewed defined the term bully in 
a number of ways: 

• "A buUy picks on people. They are mean 
and probably don't like school". 

• ... A bully is a person who is kind of bossy 
and likes to be mean to other kids, younger kids." 

• "A bully is not a bad person, but just a per
son that doesn't realize what they are doing. They 
are kind of mixed up and something is going on in 
treir life." 

• "I think a bully is someone who doesn't care 
about other people". 

• ''I think bullies like to hurt people. It means 
to tease other kids and make them feel llllcomfort-
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able"'. 
• ··1 would describe a buJJy as somebody who 

is picking on kids younger than them and doing things 
that they shouldn "t be doing. They just have no rea
son to make fi.m of kids or caJJ them names". 

The students' description of the buJJy accurately 
describes the individual as a person who is mean 
and not very happy internally and one who makes 
others feel uncomfortable. These responses coin
cide with some of the research that outlines the per
sonality and behavior of a bully. 

When 
a s k e d 
where 
most of the 
bullying 
t a k e s 
place, stu
dent re
sponses 
indicated 
that buJly
ing take 
place on 
the play
g round, 
the bus and 
some oc
curs 10 

school. 
The playground was clearly the location where stu
dents felt bullying happened most often. The stu
dents said that there were specific places on the 
playground that were less supervised by the adults 
and that is where the bullies choose to confront their 
victims. It was suggested by some of the students 
that there be more adults on duty during morning 
and noon recess and that adults circulate through 
these isolated areas to check on smaller groups of 
students. The students reported that bullies do not 
like having a lot of kids around to witness the con
frontation between the bully and the victim. The stu
dents described buJJying behavior as behavior that 
includes name calling, teasing, and taking lunch 
money, pushing, kicking, and taking things away. 
Some examples of these behaviors include older 
children taking the swing.5away from a younger child 
or an older student forcing a younger one to make 
an unfair trade with trading cards. Some bullies co
erce other students into allowing them to cheat on 

P uzzles a nd Possibilities 

tests or homework. The students also said that 
spreading rumors and telling lies were also bullying 
behaviors. 

When asked what should be done when this 
behavior takes place, most of the students said they 
would tell a trusted adult and as fifth graders and 
role models for the school, they would first try to 
stop the bully and help the victim. 

The students were asked to tell the interviewer 
how they felt when they were bullied or witnessed 
buJiing behavior at school. The student responses 

were that it 
made them 
feel sad, 
bad, hurt, 
angry and 
annoyed. 

It ap
pears that 
the students 
have a clear 
under
standingof 
whatbuJJy
ing behavior 
is and 
where it 
t a k e s 
place, how 
it makes 

them feel and how they might or should respond. 
Some of the students described personal experi
ences based on their own interpretations of what is 
considered bullying. The student response indicates 
that the Responsive Classroom Program that is part 
of the school's curriculum is helpful in confronting 
and reporting buJJying situations. The suggestion WclS 

made that additional programs to prevent bullying 
be added to the curriculum. 

The third part to data triangulation consisted of 
interviews with administrators. The administrators 
were aJI from the same school district and repre
sented the three elementary schools in the town. All 
the schools were made up of similar grade configu
rations, which include grades kindergarten through 
five. All three schools have two administrators in 
each building, a principal and an assistant principal. 
One school was significantly smaller than the other 
two schools by2oo+/-students. Two of the schools 
have student populations that exceed 730 students. 
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---:---;==========================i The group was comprised of one veteran prin-

cipal, an assistant principal with t\\O years e\.pcri- Conclusion 
ence. and a principal \\ho joined the district in the 
fall. but had previously been an administrator at the 
secondary level, and one assistant principal\\ ho is 
new to the position and to the district. The inter
views represented the differentiated experiences of 
each administrator and their perspective on the topic 
ofbullying at the elementaJ) level. 

The response to how often bullying occurs at 
their individual schools varied. The administrators 
typicaUy deal with the discipline referrals at the school 
so when a referral is made to the office the problem 
has escalated to a fairly serious level. One adminis
trator stated that "You have 

The data has c\·eral implications for the pre
Yention ofbull)ing in the schools. Although the data 
indicates that bull) ing is not a serious problem in this 
particular school district. bull} ing does exist in all 
three elementaJ) schools. 

Future objectives include helping students con
trol what they say to one another and learning to 
control their O\.\-TI responses and reactions to ·ease 
the tease'. 

We must keep in mind that New Hampshire 
State Law states that all school districts must pro
vide programs to prevent bullying and harassment in 

to establish a definition of .---------__._-------------------.. 
bullying in elementary "I would describe a bully as somebody who is 
school. We react when we picking On kids younger than them and doing 
feelasituationisthreaten- things that they shoulan't be doing. They just 
ingphysicallyoremotion- have no reason to make fun of kids or call them 
ally."Oneofthenewad- names." - 5th grade student 
ministrators noted that ''bul-
lying occurs more than 
people think". 

The administrators all sited the playground as the schools. The law is designed to protect all stu
the main location where bullying occurs. One ad- dents from violence and harassment by attending 
ministrator referred to the cafeteria and the play- schools that are safe, secure and peaceful. Provid
ground as the red zones. These areas have the larg- ing both programs for the prevention ofbullying ~d 
e~t number of students with limited adult supervi- a climate that promotes a safety net for reportmg 
sion. The administrators felt that the students have incidents are an instnunental part of the educational 
som~ r:e5J>0nsibility in reporting incidents to the su- 1-;P!:.:r:.:o:.:c=es=s:...:· _______ ~------i 
pemsmg adults as part of the school culture that is 
taught through the Responsive Classroom Program. References 
However, the problem still exists and the school ad- L-----------------i 
ministratorsdeal with each incident on an individual- Alexander. J . (1998) .Yo11r Child B11llying: pracucal and easy-t~ 
ized basis. follow adv1a. Boston MA Ele-nJ Books. Inc. 

Administrators noted further that boys tend to Gw1an. M ,cf Htnlt) . P. (2001 }.Boys and Girls uam Differrntlyf 

be more phy~i~al but at the fourth and fifth grade o" td) San Francisco: Jossey-Bass 

)~ve} the ~strators are seeing situations where Mc.'Vamara. B. cf .\.fcf'iaMara. F: ( 1997) Keys To Deallflg Witlr 

girls are usmg verbal and emotional aggression more B1111Ies Hauppauge. sr. Barron s 

often than boys. Lumsden, L.(2001) Preventing B11/lyrng.retre1vtd Decu11htr 

All three schools have taken a proactive stand 
toward · · · positive social behavior through such pro-

17,1001 
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grams~ R~nsive Clasm>o~ the Program from 
the National ~~e Prevention Council on Bullying, 
and new Positive Behavior Plans. The administra
t~rsl all felt that the implications for pupil safety and 
VJo ence protecn·on . programs are a necessary piece luiwrs 
of the school Curriculum. 7.ar=OVT.K (1000) Facing IM Schoolyard Bully 
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